Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management
Forest Management Project Summary
Project Title:
DWSP Harvest Permit Number: 3135
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 204-6847-14

Site Information
Watershed: Quabbin
Town(s): New Salem
Acres: 10
Nearest Road: Route 202
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: No
Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Yes
Forest Types: White Pine/Red Pine
ACEC?: No
Soils: Primarily Montauk fine sandy loam along with very stony Henniker sandy loam.
Wetland Resources: None
Vernal Pools: None

Harvest Information
Harvest Start Date: April 1, 2014
Number of Wetland Crossings: None

Harvest End Date: July 1, 2016
Number of Stream Crossings: None

Best Management Practices Applied
Stream Crossings
There are no stream crossings.
Filter Strips
There are no filter strips.
Wetland Crossings
There are no wetland crossings.
Harvesting in Wetlands
There is no harvesting in wetlands.
DWSP Forester supervising this harvest
Name: Derek Beard
Forester License #: 14
Phone #: 978-544-6343

General Description/Forest Composition/History
This timber lot is located on the Prescott Peninsula, south of the reclaimed University of Massachusetts
Astronomy site; along the east side of the Gate 17 road; the primary access through the peninsula. The
forest is composed of White and Red Pine likely planted in the late 1930s. A thinning was completed in
1991. Proceeding the thinning, Red Oak seedlings where planted. As part of the 1927 original taking,
this area was classified as arable and likely open (not forested) before public ownership. Believing that
forest was the preferred watershed cover, early managers were quick to colonize these open areas with
softwood plantations; like this one.
Site Selection
The primary goal of the watershed forest management program is to create and maintain a forest that
provides high quality drinking water to current users and future generations. In order to achieve this,
the forest should contain a diversity of species in various stages of development (seedlings through large
legacy trees). In addition, the forest should be vigorous; actively growing and regenerating. Forest in
this condition is ideally suited to be resilient to and quickly recover from small and large scale
disturbances such as disease, insect infestation, ice storms and hurricanes.
Objectives
Guided by the principals above, the foremost intention of this timber harvest is to address the lack of
structural diversity. The whole of this area is dominated by relatively high canopy forest. Creating a
series of small openings (each 1/3 of an acre or smaller) should spur development of young forest that is
distributed through the area. Success will create two distinct age/size classes growing amongst each
other. Furthermore, the richer soils of this arable site favor development of hardwoods verses the
existing white/red pine plantation forest cover. A secondary intention of this harvest is to reduce the
red pine component; a regionally non‐native species that has recently succumbed to an insect/disease
cycle, ravaging many of the reservoir edge stands.
Cultural Resources
The harvest area is flanked to the north and south by old farmsteads, evidenced by cellar holes and barn
foundations. Several stone walls traverse the area as well as form its boundary. Three fieldstone lined
wells exist; one in the middle of the area; and the others just beyond the southern boundary. All,
particularly the one within the area, will be identified for protection during operation.
Wildlife Resources
The harvest area does not overlap or abut any priority floral or faunal habitat; as compiled by MA Fish &
Wildlife’s Natural Heritage & Endangered Species program. No unusual wildlife, or evidence of, has
been seen in, or adjacent to, the area. Maintenance of habitat mainly in the form of partially alive and
dead standing trees, known as snags, will be a priority.

Figure 1. Approved and final report forest cutting plan
Figure2. Pre harvest photographs A‐B
Figure 3. Post harvest photographs A‐B
Figure 4. After one growing season photographs A‐B

Figure 1

Figure 2: Pre‐Harvest Photographs, A‐B (November 2013)

A.

Red and White Pine overstory shading a dense understory of Hayscented Fern. Rock outcrop in left
foreground.

B.

Similar over and understory composition with the addition of Black Berry (Rubus spp) in the middle
background.

Figure 3: Post Harvest Photographs, A –B (October 2015)

A. Small opening with fairly good scarification, or duff layer disturbance, which is an important factor in
seedling germination.

B. Small opening with plenty of coarse woody debris which will decompose providing soil nourishment
and wildlife habitat. In the center background is an excellent white ash tree which provides some
species diversity and a local seed source.

Figure 4: After one growing season (July 2016)

A. The increased sunlight is triggering herbaceous growth which hopefully will include some raspberry
and tree seedlings to break up the dense fern layer.

B. Center background of the frame is the excellent white ash surrounded by a raspberry patch.
Hopefully the increased sunlight will trigger expansion of the patch, breaking up the dense fern layer.

